
Abstract 

Since its introduction right ventricular apical (RVA) pacing has
been the mainstay in cardiac pacing. However, in recent years there
has been an upsurge of interest in permanent His bundle pacing
(HBP), given the scientific evidence of the harmful role of
dyssynchronous ventricular activation, induced by RVA pacing, in
promoting the onset of heart failure and atrial fibrillation. After an
intermediate period in which attention was focused on algorithms
aimed at minimizing ventricular pacing, with partially inadequate
and harmful results, scientific attention shifted to HBP, which
proved to ensure a physiological electro-mechanical activation of
the ventricles. The encouraging results obtained have allowed the
introduction of HBP in recent guidelines for cardiac pacing in

patients with bradycardia and cardiac conduction delay. Recent
studies have also demonstrated the potential of HBP in patients with
left bundle branch block and heart failure. HBP is promising as an
attractive way to achieve physiological stimulation in patients with
an indication for cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT).
Comparative studies of HB-CRT and biventricular pacing have
shown similar results in numerically modest cohorts, although HB-
CRT has been shown to promote better ventricular electrical
resynchronization as demonstrated by a greater QRS narrowing. A
widespread use of this pacing technique also depends on
improvements in technology, as well as further validation of
effectiveness in large randomised clinical trials.

Introduction

In recent decades right ventricular apical (RVA) pacing has
been the cornerstone of cardiac pacing in case of bradycardia.
Although for most patients, RVA pacing is safe and highly effective
in restoring heart rate and improving bradycardia-induced
symptoms, this approach results in a non-physiological electrical
and mechanical model of ventricular activation [1]. Several studies
have reported the harmful effects of chronic RVA pacing. Clinical
observations and large clinical trials have shown that RVA pacing
leads to a ventricular dyssynchrony, reduced left ventricular
function, and heart failure and increased risk of atrial fibrillation
[2-5]. The DAVID (dual-chamber and VVI implantable
defibrillator) [6,7] and MOST (Mode Selection Trial) [8] trials have
been concordant in highlighting an increased risk of both
hospitalization due to heart failure and ventricular
tachycardia/ventricular fibrillation episodes [9] in patients receiving
a higher burden of RVA pacing. In patients with high-grade
atrioventricular block, requiring RVA pacing greater than 40%, a
progressive deterioration of ventricular systolic function up to an
overt heart failure was noted in 10-26% of cases [1-5]. Literature
data agree that patients with a permanent pacing indication, at
greater risk of receiving the deleterious effects of RVA, are those
with a left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) between 36% and
50% and with atrioventricular block that is expected to require
ventricular pacing more than 40% of the time [10,11]. In recent
years a series of studies have been developed to evaluate the
possibility of using alternative pacing sites in the right ventricle.
Unfortunately, although recent meta-analyses show some evidence
of benefit, most studies have not provided unambiguous and
encouraging results, even using different lead positions on the
interventricular septum [12]. As a result, a general consensus has
developed as to whether the RVA pacing burden should be
minimized [13]. Thus, in an attempt to ensure physiological
atrioventricular conduction (AV) and to prevent inappropriate
ventricular pacing, a series of PMK algorithms have been
developed to reduce the RVA pacing burden [14]. Subsequent
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scientific data have regrettably shown that even excessive restriction
of RVA pacing can have detrimental clinical effects [15,16]. Indeed,
maintaining long atrioventricular delays compromises
atrioventricular synchronization, increasing the risk of
atrioventricular block at higher atrial rates and predisposing to
mitral regurgitation. The Minerva Trial, aimed at assessing the
incidence of persistent atrial fibrillation, especially in patients with
sinus node disease, clearly highlighted the main role of
atrioventricular conduction interval analysis, in addition to the RVA
pacing rate, in order to ensure the best PMK programming, tailored
to the patients’ characteristics [17]. Therefore, there is a clear need
for new pacing techniques aimed at promoting a more physiological
model of ventricular electrical activation, which can ensure the
maintenance of contractile function by optimizing atrioventricular
synchronization, thus reducing dyssynchrony and clinical
complications induced by a high RVA pacing burden. In this context,
in recent years, much attention has been paid to His bundle pacing
(HBP) as an alternative approach to RVA pacing, with the goal of
maintaining a physiological model of ventricular activation through
His-Purkinje’s native system [18]. 

Therefore, based on current literature data, the aim of this
review is to take stock of the clinical and hemodynamic effects of
the use of HBP both in patients with normal left ventricular function
and in those with indication for cardiac resynchronization therapy. 

His bundle pacing for physiological ventricular
activation

In most people the His bundle lies within the membranous
portion of the interventricular septum. The proximal part of His
bundle, which is surrounded by fibrous connective tissue rather than
myocardium, lies on the right atrial portion of the septum, above
tricuspid valve annulus, and then enters, along its course, into the
muscular portion of the interventricular septum to finally splits into
the right and left bundles [19]. The permanent pacing of His bundle
is promising as the most physiological form of cardiac pacing. The
first researches have found it feasible, but technically challenging
(Figure 1), especially for lead positioning and its stability [20,21].
In recent years, the development of new targeted tools such as
SelectSecure 3830 lead (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA) and
delivery sheaths (C315His, C304 SelecSite, Medtronic) have
facilitated permanent HBP, making it a safe procedure in routine
clinical practice [22,23]. Recently, due to both technical progress and
increased procedural experience, it has been demonstrated that the
feasibility of permanent HBP is >90% [23,24]. In addition, recent
studies suggest that fluoroscopy and procedural timelines are similar
to RVA pacing [24]. However, targeted tools are still limited, and
sometimes inadequate, mainly for patients with an enlarged right
atrium and/or shifted annulus tricuspid [25]. Until recently, there
were no established guidelines on the correct terminology to be used
regarding the morphology of QRS during HBP. Just over a year ago,
a multicentre collaborative working group proposed a nomenclature
to help unify terminology with respect to permanent HBP [26]. Two
types of His bundle capture have been identified: selective and non-
selective (Figures 2 and 3). In selective capture the pacing stimulus
captures only His-Purkinje system, producing an interval between
the stimulus and the QRS equivalent to the HV interval. In non-
selective capture, the stimulus captures both the His bundle and the
adjacent ventricular myocardium, generating a fusion wave:
pseudodelta wave. Among patients with bundle branch block (BBB)
undergoing HBP a narrowing of the QRS may occur for both

selective and non-selective capture. Patients with left BBB and non-
selective HBP can also demonstrate a third QRS morphology, i.e.
that of RV capture alone without apparent His-Purkinje capture.
Although selective HBP with BBB correction is desirable, it is not
possible in all patients and can only be present on a narrow range of
pacing outputs. However, recent literature data seem to suggest
favourable and clinically comparable results for both selective and
non-selective HBP [27,28]. The hemodynamic effects of HBP for
physiological ventricular activation can be distinguished into acute
and chronic. With regard to the former, the results are varied and
partly contrasting, both for the small number and for the clinical
variety of patients enrolled in the trials. Some studies have
demonstrated a clear acute hemodynamic advantage in HBP
compared to RVA pacing, showing an improvement in
echocardiographic indices of ventricular synchronization, together
with an improvement in LV systolic function and a reduction in the
extent of mitral regurgitation [29-32]. In a crossover, double-blind
study, the hemodynamic improvements induced by HBP resulted in
an improvement in exercise capacity [30]. On the contrary, Padeletti,
in an elegant study aimed at evaluating the acute hemodynamic
effects of HBP compared to other RV and LV pacing sites, pointed
out that only LV pacing allowed to improve the stroke work and
stroke volume, suggesting that acute HBP could not improve LV
function compared to RV pacing in alternate sites and may be less
effective than LV stimulation [33]. With regard to the effects of HBP
in the long term, there are several literature data showing an
improvement in cardiac function parameters. In a study involving
765 patients (433 with RVA pacing and 332 with HBP) in a 4-year
follow-up, the primary endpoint of death, hospitalization for heart
failure (HFH), or upgrade to biventricular pacing (BiVP) was
significantly reduced in the HBP group compared to RVA pacing
(25% vs 32%; HR: 0.71; p=0.02). This difference was observed
mainly in patients with a percentage of ventricular pacing greater
than 20% (25% in HBP vs 36% in RVA pacing; HR: 0.65; p=0.02).
The Authors reported a significantly reduced incidence of HFH in
patients with HBP (12.4% vs 17.6%; HR: 0.63; 95%; p=0.02). A
trend towards a reduction in mortality just outside the threshold of
statistical significance in HBP (17.2% vs 21.4%, p=0.06) was also
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Figure 1. Post implant Rx image. A, Atrial lead positioned in
right atrial appendage; His Lead, permanent His bundle pacing
in its atrial tract; Backup Lead positioned in RV midseptum. 
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observed [34]. In a small trial that enrolled 26 patients, HBP vs RVA
pacing was shown to improve LV systolic function and mitral
regurgitation at an average follow-up of 36 months [35]. Another
randomized crossover trial comparing HBP with RVA pacing in a
cohort of patients with preserved systolic function and a QRS
duration <120 ms, showed that HBP, regardless of whether it was
selective or non-selective, was associated with an improvement in
left ventricular synchronization resulting in an average 5% increase
in the left ventricular ejection fraction at a 1-year follow-up [36].
Taking this scientific evidence into account, recent ACC/American
Heart Association guidelines on bradycardia and conduction delay
have provided a Class IIa indication for patients with AV block and
a LVEF of 36-50% who have a permanent pacing indication and are
expected to require ventricular pacing more than 40% of the time. A
Class IIb indication has been provided for patients with AV block at
the AV node level who have an indication for permanent pacing [37]. 

HBP for cardiac resynchronization

About 25 years ago, with the introduction of cardiac
resynchronization therapy (CRT) we witnessed a paradigm shift for
heart failure therapy [38,39]. Patients with dyssynchrony caused by
advanced heart failure with left bundle branch block (LBBB)
[39,40] benefited from synchronous biventricular pacing that
improved cardiac output with a narrowing of QRS duration as an
expression of improved interventricular as well as intraventricular
mechanical synchronicity [41,42]. This acquired awareness,
combined with evidence of the deleterious effect of RVAP, made
biventricular pacing the cornerstone of CRT [39]. Despite the good
results of CRT based on biventricular pacing, due consideration
should be given to the fact that about 30-40 % of patients do not
benefit from this technique [13,39,43]. In fact, it is undeniable that
biventricular pacing has generated a scientific paradox, since it

seeks to promote an improvement in synchronicity by inducing a
double electro-induced ventricular dyssynchrony (iatrogenic
electropathy), through the fusion of two wavefronts generated,
respectively, by the non-physiological endocardial activation of the
RV lead and the equally non-physiological epicardial activation of
left ventricular lateral wall through a lead positioned there after
having travelled backwards through the coronary sinus [39,44]. In
this cultural context, interest in an HBP-CRT as a potential
alternative to biventricular pacing has grown over the last 10 years.
Following a series of case reports, Barba-Pichardo and Colleagues
[45] published the first trial on the use of HBP in a cohort of 16
patients eligible for CRT with inaccessible coronary sinus to place
a lead on LV lateral wall. In contrast to the subsequent trials, no
dedicated leads were used in this study, using common leads
(Tendril Saint Jude Medical) which required manual adaptation of
the stylet curvature to allow placement at His bundle. Although
there was a low implantation success rate in this study (56%) a
significant improvement in both LVEF and NYHA class (Table 1)
was achieved, with QRS narrowing from an average of 166±8 ms
to a final value of 97±9 ms (p<0.01). Subsequent trials have all used
the fixed helix screw Select-Secure 3830 lead (Medtronic USA) as
well as dedicated delivery sheaths (fixed-curve C315 or deflectable
C304 SelectSite, Medtronic) that have allowed better success rates
for the permanent HBP. These studies all showed an improvement
in clinical and echocardiographic parameters in treated patients [45-
48]. In detail Lustgarten and Colleagues were the first to compare
BiV-CRT to HBP-CRT in a crossover study [46]. The Authors used
a Y-adaptor connected to both the His and the coronary sinus leads
that were both placed into the LV port. Modifying the output of
pacing they crossed over patients at 6 months. In both CRT modes
there was a significant improvement in quality of life, LVEF and
functional parameters such as NYHA class and 6-minute walking
test, in the absence of substantial differences between the two
different forms of pacing. However, the results of this study were
attenuated because of the dropout rate and the impossibility to
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Figure 2. Basal and HB paced EKG, with selective and non-selective capture. A) Basal EKG with RBBB + LAFB. B) Selective HBP with
persistent RBBB and LAFB correction. C) Non-selective HBP with correction of both RBBB and LAFB. LV, left ventricle; HBP, His
bundle pacing; LAF, left anterior fascicle; LAFB, left anterior fascicle block; LBBB, left bundle branch block; LV, left ventricle; RBBB,
right bundle branch block; RV, right ventricle.
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exclude that pacing was concomitantly present at both sites
considering the use of the Y-adaptor. A recent study aimed at an
intra-patient comparison of HB-CRT vs BiV-CRT on acute effects
for both ventricular activation times and cardiac hemodynamic
functions showed a clear advantage of HB-CRT in favouring
ventricular resynchronization as expressed by a more evident
reduction in QRS duration (-18.6 ms), ventricular activation times
(more than doubled) and an acute effect on systolic pressure values
that was increased by 12.4 vs 7.8 mm Hg [49]. Therefore, this study,
using a more sophisticated technological approach than Lustgarten’s
study, already mentioned, confirms the advantages of HB-CRT vs
BiV-CRT in terms of acute hemodynamic improvement for
interventricular and intraventricular electromechanical
resynchronization. In the same direction are the results of the
recently published His-SYNC Pilot Trial [50]. While previous work
has focused primarily on corrective pacing of His as a rescue
strategy for failed biventricular pacing and in limited feasibility
studies as a first-line therapy, this pilot trial, although relatively
small in number, was the first to formally evaluate HBP as an
alternative to traditional biventricular pacing for CRT in patients
with heart failure and BBB. In the intention-to-treat analysis QRS
duration was reduced more clearly in the HB-CRT group, but the
difference between the groups was not statistically significant (HB-
CRT, from 172 ms to 144 ms; p=0.002; BiV-CRT from 165 ms to
152 ms; p=0.11; p for interaction =0.42). Both groups improved in
LVEF between baseline and 6 months (HB-CRT, 26.3% to 31.9%;
BiV-CRT, 30.5% to 34%; p<0.001 for both; p for interaction = 0.33).
Furthermore, in the HB-CRT group an increase in LVEF of at least
5% occurred in 76% compared to 53% in the BiV-CRT group
(p=0.13). In the 12-month follow-up there were no differences in
the two groups with regard to mortality and hospitalization rates
due to cardio-vascular causes. In this study a significantly higher
crossover rate from HBP to BiV-CRT (48%) was noted compared
to the opposite (26%), testifying to the existence of numerous grey

areas in CRT knowledge. One axiom that emerges clearly from this
study is that not all patients can benefit equally from HB-CRT or
BiV-CRT: the inclusion in the His-SYNC Trial of patients with non-
specific intraventricular conduction delay (not meeting Strauss
criteria) [51] was the major cause of crossover in the HB-CRT
group. Finally, although this study was not able to demonstrate a
HB-CRT superiority over BiV-CRT in promoting a significant
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Figure 3. Simultaneous recording of surface and endocavitary
electrocardiogram. S-HV interval, Interval between sensed His
signal and onset of surface EKG sensed ventricular signal in msec;
P-HV interval, interval between paced His signal and onset of
surface EKG sensed ventricular signal in msec; A, atrial signal; H,
His signal; V, ventricular signal; EGM, endocavitary electrogram.

Table 1. Main HBP-CRT trials.

Author/year                   Patients (n)   Design of the study              HB Lead               Implant success    Main results

Barba-Pichardo/2013 [42]              16               HBP in BiV-CRT implant failure     Tendril (SJM)                          56%                   Improvement of NYHA class from III to
                                                                                                                                              1488T, 1788TC,                                                    II and LVEF from 29% to 32% (p<0.05)
                                                                                                                                              1888TC
Lustgarten/2015 [43]                       29               Crossover study of HBP and          SelectSecure 3830                 59 %                   Similar improvement in NYHA class
                                                                                Biv-CRT                                               (Medtronic)                                                     from 2 to 1.9 (p<0.001) and in LVEF
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            from 26% to 32% (p=0.043)
Ajijola/2017 [44]                                21               Primary HBP-CRT                             SelectSecure 3830                  76%                   Improvement of NYHA class from III to
                                                                                                                                              (Medtronic)                                                     II (p<0.001) and LVEF from 27% to 41%
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            (p<0.001)
Sharma/2018 [45]                            106              HBP in BiV-CRT implant failure     SelectSecure 3830                  90%                   Improvement of NYHA class from 2.8
to
                                                  (48 with BBB)                                                                  (Medtronic)                                                       1.8 (p = 0.001) and LVEF from 30% to
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            43% (p=0.0001)
Upadhyay: His-SYNC                        41               Multicenter, prospective,               SelectSecure 3830                  92%                   No significant differences in CV
Pilot Trial/2019 [46]                                            single-blinded, randomized,          (Medtronic)                                                       hospitalization and mortality between
                                                                                controlled trial comparing                                                                                           HBP-CRT and BiV-CRT. In the former
                                                                                HBP-CRT vs BiV-CRT                                                                                                      group there was a greater QRS
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 narrowing (174 to 125 ms vs 165 to
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            164 ms p<0.001) and a tendency to
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            an higher echocardiographic response
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            (80% vs 57% p=0.14) with a better
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            median change in LVEF (7.2 vs 5.9%
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            p=0.17)
BiV, biventricular; CRT, cardiac resynchronization therapy; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; NYHA, New York Heart Association; SJM, Saint Jude Medica.l
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improvement of LV systolic function, this data should not generate
the sensation of having obtained a negative, or at least unsatisfactory
result, since this study clearly shows the superiority of HB-CRT in
promoting electrical resynchronization through a greater shortening
of the QRS duration, which is the basis for expecting, in a larger
population, more evident cardiac functional changes In any case,
the definite evidence that emerges from this trial is that HB pacing
has at least equal dignity to BiV pacing within the CRT. In fact, after
this trial, if BiV-CRT is unsuccessful, it will be appropriate to try
HB pacing for cardiac resynchronization before considering
subjecting a patient to the placement of LV epicardial leads, which
is significantly more invasive and at greater risk.

Conclusions

Permanent HBP in recent years is progressively gaining ground
given its ability to provide a more physiological model of
ventricular pacing that is able to promote atrioventricular, inter and
intraventricular synchronicity, mainly because of the negative
electro-mechanical consequences of chronic RVA pacing. Although
current leads and delivery sheaths allow a high success rate in HBP,
the development of new delivery sheaths and leads is necessary in
order to reduce both fluoroscopy exposure times and the energy
delivered for the pacing threshold, which is higher than traditional
RVA pacing. In fact, although almost two decades have passed since
the first studies on permanent HB pacing were first introduced, only
1 lead and 2 delivery sheaths are still commercially available,
without the existence of His specific pacemakers or pacing
algorithms. The good results obtained by HBP, which have included
its indication in the guidelines, have progressively expanded its use,
also involving patients with heart failure and CRT indication.
Literature data suggest a possible non-inferiority of HB-CRT
compared to BiV-CRT in improving mortality, hospitalization for
HF and LVEF, although the better results obtained in favouring
electrical resynchronization through a greater shortening of the QRS
duration leave room for a possible improvement of the mechanical
cardiac functional parameters, to be evaluated in larger cohorts.
However, there are currently a number of obstacles limiting a wide
adoption of HB-CRT. In fact, in addition to the already mentioned
high capture thresholds with higher energy consumption and the
need for additional and more modern leads and delivery sheaths,
further trials are needed to better identify patients best served by
one or the other CRT mode. While literature data suggest the use of
HB-CRT in patients where BiV-CRT is not viable, a possible use of
HB-CRT for non-BiV-CRT responders remains to be defined.
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